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SEND PRE-WRITTEN EMAILS

Click on all of the links below to easily send multiple emails to various public servants.

Come back every day and send emails over and over until you receive a response that is
acceptable to you. You are not limited in any way. 

UNITED STATES:

https://alignact.com/go/stop-the-amendments-to-the-international-health-regulations

https://alignact.com/go/stop-the-who-from-taking-away-our-national-sovereignty

https://alignact.com/go/stop-the-secret-who-sellout-of-our-sovereignty

https://alignact.com/go/oppose-the-whos-digital-global-health-certificate

https://alignact.com/go/get-the-us-out-of-the-un

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/StopIHRNegotiations/index.html

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/stop-who-secret-negotiations/index.html

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/vaxxpassports/index.html

https://jbs.org/alert/stop-who-power-grab-defund-it-with-h-r-343/

https://jbs.org/alert/nullify-the-whos-pandemic-treaty-and-ihr-amendments/#actnow

CANADA:

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/canada-must-exit-the-who-now/index.html

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/save-canada-en-francais/index.html

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/CanadaIHRAmendments/index.html

https://inhere.salsalabs.org/canada-halt-vaccine-passports/index.html

AUSTRALIA:

http://AustraliaExitsTheWHO.com

https://alignact.com/go/stop-the-amendments-to-the-international-health-regulations
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Dear Public Servant:

I am sending this information to notify you that other nations of the world, in league with the World
Health Organization, have been and are currently engaged in secret actions that threaten the
sovereignty of the United States as well as the dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of
We, the People of the United States.

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED AS TO THE EXISTENCE OF THE FOLLOWING OFFICIAL
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION DOCUMENTS:

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH REGULATIONS:  
https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Compilation-en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Submissions-en.pdf

“ZERO DRAFT” OF THE PROPOSED “PANDEMIC TREATY”:
https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb4/A_INB4_3-en.pdf

I DEMAND THAT YOU PERSONALLY READ THESE DOCUMENTS.

DO NOT SIMPLY ASSIGN THIS TASK TO A MEMBER OF YOUR STAFF.

It should be noted that according to the existing IHR, the adoption and imposition of the proposed
amendments to the IHR would NOT require a signature by the President, nor would they require
2/3 advice and consent of the Senate. The proposed amendments will simply take effect if a simple
majority of the 194 member nations decide to adopt them, imposing rules and requirements on the
United States even though our people have had no say in developing.

The United States Senate will NOT be asked to approve the proposed amendments to the
International Health Regulations. Yes, you read that correctly! Amendments to the IHR were
adopted at the 75th World Health Assembly on May 27, 2022, and no one ever bothered to inform
the Senate. The Framework Convention for the Control of Tobacco was adopted in 2003 and no
one sought out the approval of the Senate.

Please to NOT respond to me and claim that the adoption of the proposed amendments to the IHR
will require acceptance by the Senate. That would be a clear misunderstanding of Article 55 of the
International Health Regulations and Articles 19, 20, 21 and 22 of the WHO Constitution.

Negotiations are currently underway that could force the proposed amendments upon the United
States even if the U.S. delegate votes against adopting the proposed amendments. These
proposals are being negotiated without appropriate transparency and generally without the
knowledge of the American people. In fact, it appears that many aspects of the Foreign Affairs
Manual are clearly being violated.

These proposals – and the way they may be adopted, implemented and enforced – run contrary to
fundamental principles of America, which include transparency, accountability, the rights of the
individual not being subordinated to the interests of the state, and laws being made by
representatives who are fairly and freely elected by the people.

https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Compilation-en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Submissions-en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb4/A_INB4_3-en.pdf


  

This is a blatant POWER GRAB by the World Health Organization, and it is most definitely not
something that the United States should tolerate in principle or in practice.If these amendments
are adopted, We, the People of the United States, would lose our unalienable right to privacy
regarding our health and medical choices as well as our freedom to travel. In addition, our
national sovereignty would be dissolved and would be replaced by a global medical and financial
dictatorship.

The International Health Regulations are existing, legally-binding international law. The 76th
World Health Assembly is scheduled to occur from Sunday May 21, 2023 to Tuesday May 30,
2023. If the proposed amendments are presented to the 76th World Health Assembly, they could
be adopted by a simple majority of the 194 member nations.

These proposed amendments would give the World Health Organization virtually unlimited power,
authority, and resources at the expense of national sovereignty and personal autonomy.

The members of the United States Delegation to the World Health Organization are unelected,
unaccountable and unknown to the general public. They are bureaucrats and technocrats working
behind the scenes to give the WHO more money, more power and more authority.

If this attempted power grab occurs, YOUR prominent position in the government would become
essentially impotent and meaningless.

I urge you to be brave and speak out publicly on this issue, IMMEDIATELY.

I DEMAND that you publicly address this issue in your OFFICIAL capacity as a public servant and
clearly and plainly express your opposition to the proposed amendments to the International
Health Regulations and the proposed “Pandemic Treaty.”

You must demand that these negotiations be stopped and an investigation must conducted.

Until you speak out against these proposed amendments, I will be forced to assume that you
support them

SILENCE IS CONSENT.

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.

TAKE ACTION IMMEDIATELY.

Sincerely,

http://StopTheWHO.com

http://ExitTheWHO.com

http://StopDigitalEnslavement.com

http://ScrewTheWHO.com

http://StopTheWHO.com/
http://ExitTheWHO.com/
http://StopDigitalEnslavement.com/
http://ScrewTheWHO.com/


  

THE TOP TEN REASONS TO OPPOSE THE AMENDMENTS
TO THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH REGULATIONS

1. CHANGE FROM ADVISORY TO MANDATORY:  Change the overall nature of the
World Health Organization from an advisory organization that merely makes
recommendations to a governing body whose proclamations would be legally-binding.
(Article 1 and Article 42)

2. POTENTIAL RATHER THAN ACTUAL EMERGENCIES: Greatly expand the scope
of the International Health Regulations to include scenarios that merely have a “potential
to impact public health.” (Article 2)

3. DISREGARD FOR DIGNITY, HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS: Seek to remove
“respect for dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of people.” (Article 3)

4. ALLOCATION PLAN: Give the Director General of the WHO control over the means
of production through an “allocation plan for health products” to require developed states 
parties to supply pandemic response products as directed. (Article 13A)

5. MANDATORY MEDICAL TREATMENTS:  Give the WHO the authority to require
medical examinations, proof of prophylaxis, proof of vaccine and to implement contact
tracing, quarantine and TREATMENT. (Article 18)

6. GLOBAL HEALTH CERTIFICATES: Institute a system of global health certificates in
digital or paper format, including test certificates, vaccine certificates, prophylaxis
certificates, recovery certificates, passenger locator forms and a traveller’s health
declaration. (Articles 18, 23, 24, 27, 28, 31, 35, 36 and 44 and Annexes 6 and 8)

7. LOSS OF SOVEREIGNTY: Would empower the Emergency Committee to override
decisions made by sovereign nations regarding health measures and would make the
Emergency Committee’s decisions final. (Article 43)

8. UNSPECIFIED, POTENTIALLY ENORMOUS FINANCIAL COSTS: Redirect
unspecified billions of dollars to the Pharmaceutical Hospital Emergency Industrial
Complex with no accountability. (Article 44A)

9. CENSORSHIP: Greatly expand the World Health Organization’s capacity to censor
what they consider to be mis-information and dis-information. (Annex 1, page 36)

10. OBLIGATIONS OF DUTY TO COOPERATE: Creates an obligation to build, provide
and maintain IHR infrastructure at points of entry. (Annex 10)
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THE TOP TEN REASONS TO OPPOSE
THE  “PANDEMIC TREATY”

1. THE WHO WANTS CONTROL: Three separate times the WHO attempts to assert it
desire to gain additional authority by usurping the sovereignty of the member nations.
(Pages 4, 12 and 22)

2. COMMON BUT DIFFERENTIATED RESPONSIBILITIES:  Each nation would receive
only one vote, and all nations would be legally bound by the obligations of the WHO CA+,
but somenations would be required to do and provide more than others in unspecified ways.
(Page 11)

3. WHO GLOBAL PANDEMIC SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS NETWORK: The WHO
would be empowered to determine, control and direct the global supply of pharmaceutical
products and all nations would be legally obligated to obey their dictates. (Page 13)

4. SPEED UP REGULATORY APPROVAL OF DRUGS:  Nations would be obligated to
decrease the time required to approve new drugs, regardless of issues regarding safety and
effectiveness. (Page 15)

5. SUPPORT FOR GAIN OF FUNCTION:  Nations would be encouraged to engage in
“innovative research and development for addressing novel pathogens”  while ensuring that
regulatory standards “do NOT create any unnecessary administrative hurdles for research.”
(Page 16)

6. PATHOGEN ACCESS AND BENEFITS-SHARING SYSTEM: The WHO wants to be in
control of “all pathogens with pandemic potential, including their genomic sequences, as
well as access to benefits arising therefrom.”  The WHO also wants to receive  “real-time
access to 20% of the production of... pandemic-related products.” (Pages 17-18)

7. ATTEMPTS TO JUSTIFY RESTRICTIONS OF UNALIENABLE HUMAN RIGHTS:  The
WHO is attempting to rebrand isolation, restrictions and quarantines as “Protection of
Human Rights.” (Page 21) 

8. CENSORSHIP:  The WHO wants to increase funding to  “tackle false, misleading,
misinformation or disinformation,” “managing infodemics through... social media”  and  “to
counteract misinformation, disinformation and false news.” (Page 23)

9. ENORMOUS, UNSPECIFIED COSTS: The WHO CA+ would require tens of billions of
dollars to be spent during inter-pandemic times on products that would provide dubious
health benefits but consistent profits for the Pharmaceutical Hospital Emergency Industrial
Complex. (Pages 25-26)

10. ADDITIONAL BUREAUCRACY: The Conference of the Parties (COP) would create yet
another enormous bureaucracy to be ruled over by two Presidents and 4 Vice-Presidents.
(Pages 26-27)
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THE TOP TEN REASONS WHY THE MEMBER NATIONS
SHOULD LEAVE THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

1. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND CORRUPTION: The WHO is infiltrated by Big Pharma, Big Money,
and Big Foundations and has been corrupted by financial donations from corporations and non-
governmental organizations which influence WHO policy in ways that benefit the corporations and the
organizations through a money-laundering and influence-peddling scheme of massive proportions. The
WHO follows the dictates of it's so-called “relevant stakeholders” while ignoring the needs and desires
of “We the People.”

2. MISGUIDED FOCUS ON VACCINES: Influenced by vaccine manufacturers and vaccine pushers
such as GAVI and Bill Gates, the WHO has lost sight of its core purpose of promoting health and has
overemphasized the use of “vaccines” which have not improved health, but have actually degraded the
overall health of billions of people around the world. Best practices designed to improve health are
ignored in favor of actions ultimately designed to profit Big Pharma.

3. BUREAUCRACY AND WASTE: The WHO is dominated by bureaucrats and technocrats that are
beholden to big Pharma, not knowledgeable health professionals that are dedicated to caring for
patients and helping them maintain and improve their health. The WHO wastes enormous amounts of
money on salaries for their bloated staff and travel expenses to such a degree that actual health related
programs are chronically underfunded.

4. FEAR-MONGERING: The WHO has sounded the alarm and wasted time, effort and money by
declaring FAKE Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEICs) such as Moneypox and
Swine flu (H1N1) while failing to act swiftly or effectively to address Ebola and COVID-19.

5. DANGEROUS RECOMMENDATIONS: The WHO has made horrible and corrupt recommendations
in support of the expanded use of pharmaceutical drugs such as opiates that have been responsible for
untold millions of unnecessary deaths.

6. FALSE MODEL OF HEALTH: The WHO is overly dependent upon the petro-chemical based
pharmaceutical, medical, hospital industrial complex which practices allopathic medicine that is
designed to alter and mask symptoms rather than actually improve health. The WHO does not offer a
forum for clinical and scientific discussion or debate and clearly marginalizes natural healing modalities

7. POWER GRAB: The WHO is blatantly seeking to increase its power by pursuing a legally-binding
proposed “Pandemic Treaty” and proposed amendments to the International Health Regulations.

8. MISTAKES: The WHO has repeatedly demonstrated that it is absolutely unwilling and incapable of
learning from its mistakes of the past and is destined to continue wasting money while providing horrible
advice based on the corruptive influence of Big Pharma and Bill Gates.

9. OUT-OF-TOUCH: The delegates to the World Health Assembly are unelected, unaccountable,
unknown to the people they purport to represent and completely out of touch with the needs and desires
of the people of their respective nations.

10. SECRECY: The WHO operates in secrecy and lacks transparency. Far too much of what is done by
the WHO remains hidden. What we know is horrible. What we don't know may be monstrous!
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UNALIENABLE RIGHTS

1. THE IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL HEALTH OVER PUBLIC HEALTH:  The good of any people is the sum total of the benefits
enjoyed by each and every individual. The unalienable human rights of each individual, their personal sovereignty and their bodily
autonomy, supersede the privileges of any and all international organizations, nations, states, provinces, cities or other groups that derive
their existence from We, The People Of The World.

2. RIGHT TO PRIVACY: All people have an absolute, unalienable right to privacy in their personal information, including health related
data. Every individual human being has the unalienable right to be free from any requirement to have or present any “vaccine passport,”
“digital-ID,” or “health certificate” of any kind, whether in printed, digital or any other form.

3. RIGHT TO EXPRESS ONE’S OPINION: Every individual human being must always be free to fully express their own personal opinion
free from any threat of retribution. Only the free debate of different and competing opinions can provide an environment of informed
decision-making by each country, state, county, community, family and individual. Each individual has the right to publicly express their
own opinion regarding the effectiveness, or lack thereof, of any health related policy or treatment in spoken and/or written form. Every
person's experience is a valuable scientific observation and must NOT be censored.As more free debate and free expression of ideas,
facts and data occur, each level of society will be able to decide for itself the best interventions to recommend for the control and
management of any disease of concern. Any form of suppression of free public debate is strictly forbidden. Promotion of the public debate
of competing points of view and access of the population to that debate, plus the personal dialogue between patients and doctors, will
ensure each individual and family to be sufficiently informed to make their own choices and decisions regarding their health, under the
principle of informed dissent. No uniform behavior of all the society will be required and the autonomy and will of each individual as citizen
and patient are protected.

4. RIGHT TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON PREVENTION AND HEALING: Every individual human being has the right to provide
information that is directed by their experience and wisdom, free from executive mandate, bureaucratic dictate, pressure or coercion. All
people have an unalienable right to choose to ignore or to take action upon the information they receive, free from any form of censorship
or coercion.

5. RIGHT TO CHOOSE TREATMENT: Every individual human being must always be free to use any preventive and/or therapeutic
treatment interventions that they consider to be the best choice for them. This may include strategies such as lifestyle changes, food as
medicine, vitamins, minerals, natural supplements and repurposed essential medications that were previously approved for other diseases
and have a long safety record. Withholding any of those optional strategies is a violation of an individual’s unalienable right. Health care
decisions must ultimately be made based on the individual’s choice, not by bureaucratic dictate by government, academics, hospitals,
clinics, medical practitioners or “public health experts.”

6. RIGHT TO REFUSE TREATMENT:  Every individual human being will always retain the unalienable right to refuse any intervention
recommended by any institution, the World Health Organization, governments at all levels, medical associations, hospitals or health care
providers. Each individual must be in control of the ultimate decision to utilize any and all health- related treatments, medications, and
nutrition, as they deem necessary to improve and/or maintain their health. Decentralized clinical rationale by health care advisors and the
right to informed dissent by patients will always be placed above any political interests or centralized decision by any government or health
agency.

7. RIGHT TO TRAVEL FREELY UPON THE EARTH: Every individual human being has the unalienable right to move about the planet
and this right may not be made dependent upon health, testing, or treatment based requirements. Each individual has the right to travel,
free from any lockdowns, quarantines, vaccine requirements, vaccine passports, digital-IDs, mask mandates, social distancing or any
other attempts to impede their freedom of assembly or movement.

8. THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN MUST BE PROTECTED BY THEIR PARENTS:  Every parent has the unalienable right and the solemn
obligation to ensure that all the unalienable rights of their minor aged children are defended. No government or any other organization has
the right to prevent any parent from defending the unalienable rights of their minor aged children.

9. RIGHT TO BE WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY: Every individual human being has the right to visit with family and friends, who may be
suffering through an illness, in order to provide them with love and emotional support at any setting including, but not limited to, home,
clinic or hospital.

10. RIGHT TO FREEDOM FROM DISCRIMINATION:  Each individual human being has the right to be free from discrimination based
upon any demand upon any person to undergo any form of medical procedure, including testing. Discrimination based on personal health
choices is unacceptable in employment or education matters, when accessing public and private institutions, organizations, private
businesses or other locations or in regards to any other issue. Discrimination based on medical status is wrong and must not be permitted
in any form whatsoever.

NO DEROGATION OF RIGHTS DURING EMERGENCY: Every government, every corporation, every organization and every individual
human being must respect and honor everyone’s unalienable rights despite any declaration of a “state of emergency” by anyone.
Governments do NOT have the authority to suspend human rights because of so-called “emergencies.” The declaration of an “emergency”
does not give anyone the right to infringe upon anyone else's unalienable human rights. Every individual human being has the right to
withhold their consent and refuse treatment or intervention of any kind, at any time, regardless of whether there is a declared “emergency”
or not. Regardless of the scope and/or severity of any disease outbreak or real pandemic, human rights remain unalienable and may not
be abridged.
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INTERVIEWS

February 1, 2023
The Natural Alternative with Madonna Guy
https://rumble.com/v284ouo-james-roguski-and-world-health-organisation-power-grab-with-international-h.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmAm2MgZ40g&feature=youtu.be

•

January 31, 2023
Truth Rising with Emily Peyton
https://rumble.com/v27wu3a-january-31-2023.html

•

January 31, 2023
TNT Radio with Jesse Zurawell 
https://tntradiolive.podbean.com/e/james-roguski-on-perspective-with-jesse-zurawell-1-february-2023/

•

January 30, 2023
Good Morning CHD TV with Stephanie Locricchio 
https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/medical-kidnapping-who-power-grab--more/

https://rumble.com/v27q11i-medical-kidnapping-who-power-grab-more.html

•

January 29, 2023
Cafe Locked Out with Michael Gray Griffith
https://rumble.com/v27og8t-interview-with-james-roguski-on-why-we-need-to-challenge-the-who..html

•

January 24, 2023
People For People with Dr. Rima Laibow
https://rumble.com/v273w7s-battlefield-earth-who-and-health-tyranny.html

https://www.brighteon.com/f6f2b7ca-1e8e-44cb-836e-506dfe9c6879

•

January 24, 2023
Now is the Time podcast with Dr. Meri Crouley
https://rumble.com/v273moq-urgent-secret-plan-of-who-to-erradicate-all-freedoms-must-watch.html

•

January 20, 2023
The David Knight Show
https://rumble.com/v26fpla-interview-global-bureaucracy-targets-freedom-dignity.html

https://rumble.com/v284ouo-james-roguski-and-world-health-organisation-power-grab-with-international-h.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmAm2MgZ40g&feature=youtu.be
https://rumble.com/v27wu3a-january-31-2023.html
https://tntradiolive.podbean.com/e/james-roguski-on-perspective-with-jesse-zurawell-1-february-2023/
https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/medical-kidnapping-who-power-grab--more/
https://rumble.com/v27q11i-medical-kidnapping-who-power-grab-more.html
https://rumble.com/v27og8t-interview-with-james-roguski-on-why-we-need-to-challenge-the-who..html
https://rumble.com/v273w7s-battlefield-earth-who-and-health-tyranny.html
https://www.brighteon.com/f6f2b7ca-1e8e-44cb-836e-506dfe9c6879
https://rumble.com/v273moq-urgent-secret-plan-of-who-to-erradicate-all-freedoms-must-watch.html
https://rumble.com/v26fpla-interview-global-bureaucracy-targets-freedom-dignity.html


  

INTERVIEWS

January 19, 2023
CHD TV Africa with Shabnam Palesa Mohamed
https://rumble.com/v269gl0-lies-covid-shot-compensation-exitthewho.html

•

January 18, 2023
Dr. Peter Breggin
https://www.brighteon.com/fc2ea539-7930-41e5-8f19-2e03b4ebadaa

• 

January 18, 2023
Digital Gulag
https://rumble.com/v267w5c-webinar-digital-gulag-the-whos-proposed-amendments-to-the-international-hea.html

•

January 18, 2023
Dave Spuria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNwkK-xJaTo

*

January 16, 2023
Fringe Majority with Jody & Cris Ledverwood
https://rumble.com/v25wi5m-guest-james-roguski.html

•

January 16, 2023
Bulldog TV with Wesley Deters
https://rumble.com/v25v8cq-investigating-the-world-health-organization.html

•

January 13, 2023
Ramola D Podcast
https://rumble.com/v25lt19-newsbreak-160-stopping-the-whos-secret-private-ihr-controls-from-publicly-b.html

•

January 13, 2023
Corona Investigative Committee with Vivienne
https://www.brighteon.com/e8e0f1be-76aa-43e4-a7d1-54fe01c7c96c

https://www.bitchute.com/video/KEBpHBsrYfKF/

https://rumble.com/v25vbxs-james-roguski-viviane-fischer-dr.-wolfgang-wodarg-secret-meeting-of-the-who.html

https://rumble.com/v269gl0-lies-covid-shot-compensation-exitthewho.html
https://www.brighteon.com/fc2ea539-7930-41e5-8f19-2e03b4ebadaa
https://rumble.com/v267w5c-webinar-digital-gulag-the-whos-proposed-amendments-to-the-international-hea.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNwkK-xJaTo
https://rumble.com/v25wi5m-guest-james-roguski.html
https://rumble.com/v25v8cq-investigating-the-world-health-organization.html
https://rumble.com/v25lt19-newsbreak-160-stopping-the-whos-secret-private-ihr-controls-from-publicly-b.html
https://www.brighteon.com/e8e0f1be-76aa-43e4-a7d1-54fe01c7c96c
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KEBpHBsrYfKF/
https://rumble.com/v25vbxs-james-roguski-viviane-fischer-dr.-wolfgang-wodarg-secret-meeting-of-the-who.html


  

INTERVIEWS
January 12, 2023
Rebunked News with Scott Armstrong
https://rumble.com/v255qf9-rebunked-084-james-roguski-the-global-war-on-freedom.html

•

January 11, 2023
Under The Wire with Meryl Dorey (Australia Vaccine Network)
https://rumble.com/v2552yy-under-the-wire-urgent-alert-james-roguski-on-the-whos-attempt-to-take-over-.html

•

January 11, 2023
People For Justice Canada with Maggie O
https://www.bitchute.com/video/qq3q8KLxzVJM/

•

January 10, 2023
InfoWars with Maria Zeee
https://zeeemedia.com/interview/maria-zeee-james-roguski-who-secret-plan-to-eradicate-all-freedom-exposed-on-the-alex-jones-show/

https://rumble.com/v25ao1a-who-treaty-founding-document-of-what-alex-jones-has-been-talking-about-for-.html

•

January 10, 2023
TruthDealer Radio with Brian Moonan
https://rumble.com/v24t4tm-world-hell-organizations-evil-agenda-exposed.html

•

January 9, 2023
Rebel News with Tamara Ugolini 
https://www.rebelnews.com/who_secretly_discusses_changes_to_existing_international_law

•

January 8, 2023
Christine Dolan Interview
https://creativedestructionmedia.com/video/2023/01/09/special-the-globalists-in-plain-sight-james-roguski-and-the-who-power-grab-1-8-23/

•

January 6, 2023
Brett Hawes Masterclass Podcast
https://www.holistic-health-masterclass.com/podcast/124-future-pandemics-and-the-who/

https://rumble.com/v266730-leave-the-who-initiative-stop-the-treaty.html

•

January 5, 2023
The Wicked Planet Podcast with Ron Lane
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/world-wide-take-over-of-healthcare-and-medical/id1559105071?i=1000592988417

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6XalgFa8ihdNGQMFRgqbyV

https://rumble.com/v255qf9-rebunked-084-james-roguski-the-global-war-on-freedom.html
https://rumble.com/v2552yy-under-the-wire-urgent-alert-james-roguski-on-the-whos-attempt-to-take-over-.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/qq3q8KLxzVJM/
https://zeeemedia.com/interview/maria-zeee-james-roguski-who-secret-plan-to-eradicate-all-freedom-exposed-on-the-alex-jones-show/
https://rumble.com/v25ao1a-who-treaty-founding-document-of-what-alex-jones-has-been-talking-about-for-.html
https://rumble.com/v24t4tm-world-hell-organizations-evil-agenda-exposed.html
https://www.rebelnews.com/who_secretly_discusses_changes_to_existing_international_law
https://creativedestructionmedia.com/video/2023/01/09/special-the-globalists-in-plain-sight-james-roguski-and-the-who-power-grab-1-8-23/
https://www.holistic-health-masterclass.com/podcast/124-future-pandemics-and-the-who/
https://rumble.com/v266730-leave-the-who-initiative-stop-the-treaty.html
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/world-wide-take-over-of-healthcare-and-medical/id1559105071?i=1000592988417
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6XalgFa8ihdNGQMFRgqbyV


  

VIDEOS

Please watch these videos and share them widely.

Why is the World Health Organisation pushing for more power?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVJyv9hSUxo

World Health Organisation's Dictator style power grab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-UHT_ps94c

100 REASONS TO #EXITTHEWHO
https://www.bitchute.com/video/jKCzznE8CK2r/

YOU CAN STICK YOUR VACCINE PASSPORT UP YOUR ASS
https://www.bitchute.com/video/va9JdfWYD2sT/

PUBLIC COMMENTS ABOUT THE PANDEMIC TREATY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glXnQDeIOf8

SCREW THE WHO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iH9h9MfJlo

WHO CA+ (THE PANDEMIC TREATY)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oy4q9GzS6mU

Steve Dickson AustrraliaExitsTheWHO.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Knkm7w74KIo

STOP THE WHO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkJB8puaxXE

I DEMAND
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FM-iRLPbKx8

The Latest Report on the Proposed Amendments to the International Health Regulations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UWEt0fD4QI

G20 - INVEST IN HEALTH CARE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLjPo61kndI

CONCEPTUAL ZERO DRAFT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ORd06h1LSs

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH REGULATIONS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ekqAJUV_Gw

UPDATE REGARDING THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH REGULATIONS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uu3nXeSa0ZM

EXPOSING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST WITHIN THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
https://www.bitchute.com/video/szuMnzyVj0Aa/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVJyv9hSUxo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-UHT_ps94c
https://www.bitchute.com/video/jKCzznE8CK2r/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/va9JdfWYD2sT/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glXnQDeIOf8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iH9h9MfJlo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oy4q9GzS6mU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Knkm7w74KIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkJB8puaxXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FM-iRLPbKx8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UWEt0fD4QI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLjPo61kndI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ORd06h1LSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ekqAJUV_Gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uu3nXeSa0ZM
https://www.bitchute.com/video/szuMnzyVj0Aa/


  

ARTICLES

Please read these articles and share them widely.

100 Reasons
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/100-reasons

An Open Letter to the United States Congress
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/an-open-letter-to-the-united-states

Let's Talk About the Elephant in the Room
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/lets-talk-about-the-elephant-in-the

AUSTRALIA
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/australia

Don't Fall For The Decoy
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/dont-fall-for-the-decoy

PHEIC
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/pheic

Thanks Snopes...
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/thanks-snopes

Help Spread the Word
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/help-spread-the-word

A statement by Michele Bachmann
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/a-statement-by-michele-bachmann

The Proposed Amendments to the International Health Regulations 
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-proposed-amendments-to-the-international

The Peoples Amendments to the International Health Regulations
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-peoples-amendments-to-the-international

Pandemic Treaty Update
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/pandemic-treaty-update

RIGHT NOW Would Be a Very Good Time To Wake Up
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/right-now-would-be-a-very-good-time

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/100-reasons
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/an-open-letter-to-the-united-states
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/lets-talk-about-the-elephant-in-the
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/australia
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/dont-fall-for-the-decoy
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/pheic
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/thanks-snopes
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/help-spread-the-word
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/a-statement-by-michele-bachmann
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-proposed-amendments-to-the-international
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-peoples-amendments-to-the-international
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/pandemic-treaty-update
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/right-now-would-be-a-very-good-time


  

ARTICLES

Please read these articles and share them widely.

February 5, 2023
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/02/proposal-dystopian-nightmare-australian-senator-drops-truth-bomb-dictator-style-power-grab-pandemic-treaty-video/

February 4, 2023
https://newsothersmiss.com/blog/pandemic-treaty-zero-draft-proposes-who-gets-20-of-products-wants-healthwatch-who-int/gb/in/inb4/ainb43-nato-cut-extortion-sale-all-percent-per-cent-

February 3, 2022
https://reclaimthenet.org/who-releases-international-pandemic-treaty-zero-draft-that-targets-misinformation-and-disinformation

February 2, 2023
https://dailysceptic.org/2023/02/02/democratic-countries-must-reject-this-who-power-grab-that-threatens-global-lockdowns-and-vaccine-mandates/

February 1, 2023
https://healthpolicy-watch.news/pandemic-treaty-zero-draft-proposes-who-gets-20-of-products/

February 1, 2023
https://brownstone.org/articles/amendments-who-ihr-annotated-guide/

January 21, 2023
https://geoffjward.medium.com/alarm-over-whos-global-power-grab-2dae16033831

January 20, 2023
https://www.gatheryourwits.com/post/the-who-s-global-coup

January 14, 2023
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/01/no_author/florida-should-threaten-to-leave-the-united-states-if-the-who-treaty-is-signed/

January 13, 2023
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-proposals-sovereignty-totalitarian-state/

January 12, 2023
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/statements/unite-against-the-who/

January 12, 2023
https://www.ourgreaterdestiny.ca/p/stop-ihr-amends-and-the-pandemic

January 11, 2023
https://ezaz.nl/nederland-verliest-alle-macht-aan-de-who/

January 9, 2023
https://www.globalresearch.ca/top-100-reasons-stop-treaty-stop-amendments-exit-who/5804003

January 2023
https://druthers.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/druthers-january-2023-resized.pdf

November 4, 2022
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/statements/secret-ihr-meetings/

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/02/proposal-dystopian-nightmare-australian-senator-drops-truth-bomb-dictator-style-power-grab-pandemic-treaty-video/
https://newsothersmiss.com/blog/pandemic-treaty-zero-draft-proposes-who-gets-20-of-products-wants-healthwatch-who-int/gb/in/inb4/ainb43-nato-cut-extortion-sale-all-percent-per-cent-
https://reclaimthenet.org/who-releases-international-pandemic-treaty-zero-draft-that-targets-misinformation-and-disinformation
https://dailysceptic.org/2023/02/02/democratic-countries-must-reject-this-who-power-grab-that-threatens-global-lockdowns-and-vaccine-mandates/
https://healthpolicy-watch.news/pandemic-treaty-zero-draft-proposes-who-gets-20-of-products/
https://brownstone.org/articles/amendments-who-ihr-annotated-guide/
https://geoffjward.medium.com/alarm-over-whos-global-power-grab-2dae16033831
https://www.gatheryourwits.com/post/the-who-s-global-coup
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/01/no_author/florida-should-threaten-to-leave-the-united-states-if-the-who-treaty-is-signed/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-proposals-sovereignty-totalitarian-state/
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/statements/unite-against-the-who/
https://www.ourgreaterdestiny.ca/p/stop-ihr-amends-and-the-pandemic
https://ezaz.nl/nederland-verliest-alle-macht-aan-de-who/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/top-100-reasons-stop-treaty-stop-amendments-exit-who/5804003
https://druthers.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/druthers-january-2023-resized.pdf
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/statements/secret-ihr-meetings/


  

PETITIONS

Please sign these petitions and share them widely.

https://noticeanddemand.org/petition/stop-the-treaty/

https://noticeanddemand.org/petition/stop-the-proposed-ihr-amendments/

https://noticeanddemand.org/petition/protest-the-secret-ihr-amendments/

https://noticeanddemand.org/petition/stop-the-treaty/
https://noticeanddemand.org/petition/stop-the-proposed-ihr-amendments/
https://noticeanddemand.org/petition/protest-the-secret-ihr-amendments/

